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A
s the western U.S. continues to

dry out and heat up, many

states are bracing for or already

dealing with another significant fire sea-

son. Some areas, such as Colorado

Springs, Colorado, with the devastating

Waldo Canyon Fire, have already been

hit hard. The only good news may be

that arborists and commercial tree care

companies can do something about it,

by way of providing services to lessen

the impact and danger to their clients

and their clients’ properties.

Tinder dry forests and grasslands,
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Pacific: AK, CA, HI, OR,
WA
Mountain: AZ, CO, ID,
MT, NM, NV, UT, WY
West Central: IA,, MN,
MO, ND, SD, NE, KS
Plus: MI, WI

“Many people do not view the plants growing on their property as a threat. But in
terms of wildfire, the vegetation adjacent to their homes can have considerable influ-
ence upon their survivability. All vegetation, including plants native to the area as
well as ornamental plants, is potential wildfire fuel. If vegetation is properly modi-
fied and maintained, a wildfire can be slowed, the length of flames shortened, and the
amount of heat reduced…” (From “Living with Fire, A Guide for the Great Plains
Homeowner,” a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service publication.)

This house and property survived the 2000 fires in the Bitterroot Valley, Montana, when all their surrounding neighbors burned. The house on the hill just behind them is a rebuild
and you can still see the burn scars from 12 years ago (this photo was taken recently). The firestorm crested the hill with enough force and power that no firefighting was possible,
it was a matter of the emergency personnel knocking on doors and giving people five minutes to get out and away. “David and I had pulled out our chipper the day before they had
to evacuate, after finishing a fuel reduction and ladder fuel removal project at this property,” says the author. Sylvia McNeill photo.
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lightning storms with very little accom-

panying moisture, drought conditions

and millions of acres of beetle-killed

forests are ingredients producing cata-

strophic conditions. Add heavy fuel loads

in wildlands in close proximity to popu-

lations and the scenario becomes one out

of which nightmares are made. A June 25

news release from the U.S. Forest

Service states:

“The Western fire season is now, on

average, 78 days longer than in the mid-

1980s. Cumulative drought, a changing

climate, extensive insect kill in western

forests and regional shifts of population

into the wildland urban interface have

resulted in an increased level of wildfire

activity that is expected to continue into

the future.

“The USDA and the Department of the

Interior, in partnerships with states and

local partners, have developed a cohesive

strategy to respond to these trends by

focusing on: Restoring and maintaining

resilient landscapes and creating fire-

adapted communities.”

Succinctly defined in the brochure

“Season of Fire,” published by the

Bitterroot National Forest, the wildland-

urban interface (WUI) is “…where the

natural environment and the human com-

munity overlap.” 

Professional arborists and commercial

tree care companies are specifically qual-

ified to help clients living in these

environments. These clients may range

from having a single modest residence in

an isolated situation to multi-million dol-

lar homes in a gated community.

Whether you are an arborist who works

solely with trees or you own a multi-

faceted company that offers a wide

variety of services, a one man show or a

national corporation, fire prevention and

risk reduction in the WUI is a service you

can offer. Among these are:

u Consulting, assessment and advis-

ing.

u Establishment or enhancement of a

survivable space.

u Fuel reduction, brush clearance and

establishment of fire breaks.

Consulting, assessment and advising

If you offer consulting as part of your

service, realize also that a pre-event

assessment of the value of a landscape,

be it amenity trees, a historically signifi-
Mature ponderosa pine killed by mountain pine beetle.
Courtesy of Robert Castellano, Horizon Tree Service, Inc.

An unmanaged property (pre wildfire prevention). Located on a narrow access road with no turnouts, surrounded by dense forest growth. Sylvia McNeill photo.
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A rather aggressively managed landscape with no understory and trees limbed up. House is also located in a much more defensible site relative to roads and accessibility. Sylvia
McNeill photo.

cant landscape, or a professional

resource such as golf courses or timber

land, can be a valuable service to a client.

“There is most definitely a benefit to

assess trees prior to any expected disas-

ter, such as wildfire,” says Mike Garvey,

a registered consulting arborist and certi-

fied arborist from

Billings, Montana. “A

good assessment can

prioritize strategies

for management and

justify costs by plac-

ing a monetary value

on the renewable

resources and utility

of trees.” Garvey

adds, “This is actually

a growing part of my

tree practice.”

The as-yet-to-be-

released 10th Edition

of a Guide to Plant
Appraisal, from the

Council of Tree &

Landscape Appraisers

(CTLA), is intended to

include enhanced con-

cepts of values to be considered, accord-

ing to Tchukki Andersen, CTSP, BCMA,

staff arborist with the Tree Care Industry

Association. “The property you are con-

sulting on may have traditional timber

value, but concepts of value may also be

collaterally considered or preferred, such

as amenity value or ecosystem value.

Becoming informed and qualified to

advise using these new methods offers a

valuable service,” says Andersen.

When consulting, assessing or writing

a recommendation and/or plan for a fire-

wise and fire-safe property, you need to

Before, left, and after the thinning process. Courtesy of Robert Castellano, Horizon Tree Service, Inc.



understand fire prevention protocol,

including any guidelines or restrictions,

specific to your area. Extensive and

detailed information is available on

numerous websites regarding how to

maintain a fire-safe property specific to

individual areas of the country.

(Common and helpful websites and ref-

erences are listed at the end of this

article.) 

One publication I particularly like is

“Living with Fire: A Homeowners’

Firesafe Guide.” Originally developed by

the University of Nevada and the Sierra

Front Wildfire Cooperators for Nevada

and Eastern California, other states have

adapted this publication to make it spe-

cific for their area. 

The fire environment is defined as the

“surrounding conditions, influences, and

modifying forces that determine wildfire

behavior.” Much of the west is designat-

ed as a “high hazard area.”

The following are extreme conditions

that intensify the risk in the fire environ-

ment. (Italics indicate areas in which
professional arborists may help.)

u Steep topography

u Red flag conditions (high winds,

high temperatures, low relative

humidity and lightning potential)

u Heavy fuel loads near structures
u Long access routes with heavy fuel

loads and/or mid-slope

u No safety or survivable area at struc-
tures

Weather, topography and fuel are the

common components that affect the likeli-

hood of a fire starting, the speed and

direction at which a wildfire will travel,

the intensity at which a wildfire burns and

the ability to control and extinguish it.

One of the most difficult aspects to

grasp is how fast a fire can travel in any

given circumstance. The types of fuel,

weather conditions, topography all play a

part and this article is not the place to try

to go into detail. A concise description,

however, can be found in the publication

“Living with Fire, a Homeowners’

Firesafe Guide.” Each publication from

the different states has illustrations of

types of vegetation common to their area

and gives scenarios of how many acres

can burn in one hour in typical condi-

tions. The information is a real

RS4 TREE CARE INDUSTRY REGIONAL SUPPLEMENT – AUGUST 2012
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See us at
ISA Annual

International
Conference

& Trade
Show -

Booth 961

A Montana forest
fire. Courtesy of
Robert Castellano,
Horizon Tree
Service, Inc.
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eye-opener. 

Even though you have no control over

the weather and topography, you should

understand how they may affect an indi-

vidual client’s property as they will

influence your recommendations.

Understanding types of fuels and their

relation to fire behavior can be very

important when it comes to recommend-

ing either thinning or removal of existing

plant materials or recommending

replacement with fire-wise species. An

excellent source for fire-resistant plant

material relevant by state is included in

listing at the end of this article. 

Establishment or enhancement of sur-

vivable space

Survivable space is a term that evolved

from the 1980s “defensible space,”

which was coined to describe vegetation

management practices aimed at reducing

the wildfire threat to homes, with the

focus then being to provide a greater

opportunity for structural protection by

firefighters. However, firefighting

resources are not always available to

defend every home. “Survivable space”

is the modifications of landscape design,

fuels and building materials that make a

home ignition caused by wildfire unlike-

ly, even without direct firefighter

intervention. (“Living with Fire:

Homeowners’ Firesafe Guide for

Montana,” 2009)

The Zone concept

A survivable space is broken down

into zones. Zone 1 is the 30 feet adjacent

to the home and its attachments. Zone 2

is 30 to 100 feet from the home. Zone 3

is 100 to 200 from the home. Not all

homes will have all three zones, depend-

ing on the size of the property or the

placement of the house on it. Some will

be in higher risk areas where defending

200 feet from the home becomes more

important than in lesser risk areas. 

Descriptions of the zones and recom-

mendations are found in the brochure

“Firewise Guide to Landscape and

Construction from Firewise

Communities.” It is important to remem-

ber these are just guidelines. The actual

recommended distances may vary

depending on the proximity and types of

vegetation in the unmanaged wildland

surrounding the property.

An overview of management sugges-

tions for the zones includes:

Zone 1 (All hazard areas) – A well-

irrigated area encircling the structure and

all its attachments for at least 30 feet on

all sides:

u Plants carefully spaced, low-grow-

ing and free of resins, oils and waxes

that burn easily.

u Turf maintained and trees pruned up

6 to 10 feet from the ground.

u Space conifer trees with 30 feet

between crowns. Trim back trees

that overhang the house

(angiosperms as well as gym-

nosperms).

u Create a fire-free area within 5 feet

of the home, using non-flammable

Circle 105 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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landscaping materials

and/or high-moisture-

content annuals and

perennials.

u Remove dead vege-

tation from under

deck and within 10

feet of house.

u Water plants, trees

and mulch regularly.

u Consider xeriscape

if property is affect-

ed by water-use

r e s t r i c t i o n s .

(Xeriscaping is

landscaping that

reduces or elimi-

nates the need for

supplemental water

from irrigation,

including use of

l o w - w a t e r - u s e

plants.)

Zone 2 (Moderate

and high hazard

areas) – Plants in this

zone should be low-growing, well-irri-

gated and less flammable:

u Leave 30 feet between clusters of

two to three trees, or 20 feet between

individual trees.

u Encourage a mix of angiosperms

and gymnosperms.

u Create fuel breaks such as drive-

ways, gravel walkways and lawns.

u Prune trees up 6 to 10 feet from the

ground.

Zone 3 (High Hazard areas or man-

aged wildland zone) – Thin this area,

although less space is required than in

Zone 2. Remove heavy accumulation of

woody debris. Reduce the density of tall

trees so canopies are not touching.

u Retain a minimum of two snags

(standing dead trees) per acre for

wildlife, as available (minimum of 6

inch diameter at breast height). 

Topography is not only important

when taking into consideration fire

behavior. It is also a factor to consider on

spacing of vegetation and types of vege-

tation used or left. Also, erosion can be a

Circle 102 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Technical tree removals and tree felling near homes are also a part of fuel
reduction work. Courtesy of Robert Castellano, Horizon Tree Service, Inc.
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nasty side-effect to an overly aggressive

regimen. Keep soil disturbance to a min-

imum. It may even be necessary to

replace the vegetation you remove with

fire-resistant plants.

While at a property, pay attention to

accessibility issues. If you look at a prop-

erty and wonder how you are going to

get your equipment in to do the job, how

much worse would it be for emergency

personnel with the added constriction of

evacuees? Encouraging the homeowner

to speak with a qualified road contractor

would not be remiss.   

When questioned about policy for fire-

fighting personnel in a “one-way in,

one-way out” scenario, Keith Hackbarth,

fire management officer in Darby,

Montana, says they assess every scenario

on a day-by-day, even hour-by-hour

basis. They will not put their fire-fighting

personnel at undue risk to protect a prop-

erty if there is a strong chance of getting

trapped.  

A fire mitigation plan established in

Kootenai County, Idaho, in June of 2006,

interviewed fire chiefs in the fire districts

servicing their area. A summary of the

key problems identified accessibility as

the most frequently mentioned problem. 

At the very least, clearing vegetation

from the edge of the access road is strong-

ly recommended, with a clearance of 15

feet. Remind your client that landscapes

are dynamic, biological systems. They

grow back. Ongoing maintenance is not

only suggested but mandatory. As with

pruning, maintenance on a regular basis is

Circle 106 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Slash disposal by burning. Courtesy of Robert Castellano, Horizon Tree Service, Inc.



a much better, more effective approach

than a last ditch, all-at-once effort.

The wildland-urban interface is not

limited to forested areas. Grass and sage-

brush fires can be every bit as

devastating as timber fires. Below is an

excerpt from a news release recently

received via the Rocky Mountain

Chapter of ISA from Keith Worley,

National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) Region SW2 firewise advisor

for Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico,

Texas, Utah, Wyoming and Nebraska:

“The recent ‘Last Chance’ 38,000-acre

prairie wildfire destroyed at least four

homes and 17 structures. How many of

our prairie trees were lost? How many of

our village, town and city trees were

lost? Wildfires are not limited to our

forests.

“Now is the time to increase mowing

distances to separate prairie fuels, prima-

rily grasses and shrubs, from the drip

zones of our trees. Weeds and tall grass-

es along fence lines, building edges,

roadside ditches and vacant lots can

place our drought stressed prairie trees at

risk. Deciduous trees and young conifers

are particularly at risk.”

This notice went on to detail the proto-

col of limbing of trees and removal of

dead plant material as outlined in the

Zone management detail described

above.

“Since 2007, the number of identified

communities at risk has increased

nationally from 51,612 to 69,930 in

2009. It is very likely that geographic

regional wildfire risk assessments, using

somewhat consistent criteria, will identi-

fy many additional communities at risk

in the wildland urban interface.

Significant increases in the number of

communities identified pose serious

implications for the effort needed to pro-

duce and sustain an acceptable number

of Community Wildfire Protection Plans

(CWPPs).” (State Foresters

Organization, Briefing paper on identify-

ing communities at risk, July 2010)

Community Wildfire Protection

Plans (CWPP) have been devised and

implemented by numerous communi-

ties. Todd Fitzgerald, a Certified

Arborist and owner of Professional

Tree Care, a TCIA-member company

located in Jackson, Wyoming, says the

Yellowstone Fire in 1988 was an initial

wakeup call for Wyoming. Starting as

many smaller individual fires, the

flames spread out of control and

became a single conflagration that

burned for several months, charring a

total of 793,880 acres (3,213 square

kilometers). More recently, the Green

Knoll fire, which threatened Teton

County, Wyoming, in 2001, was a dra-

matic and unwelcomed reminder. Due

to a slow fire season elsewhere,

resources were available to fight this

large scale fire without loss of struc-

tures, but it was a near thing. 

“A CWPP was created and implement-

ed through a cooperative effort of local,

state and federal fire management agen-

cies,” says Fitzgerald. “Grant funds were

made available to reimburse homeown-

ers for creating defensible space and

taking fuels mitigation actions for fire

prevention. Homeowners qualified to

RS8 TREE CARE INDUSTRY REGIONAL SUPPLEMENT – AUGUST 2012
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receive funds if their homes exist within

designated wildland urban interface

zones, they had an active or planned

fuels reduction occurring on adjacent

public lands and had a Wildland

Stewardship Plan drafted by a qualified

forester.

“Many homes exist within the WUI

across Wyoming, making vegetation

management an important aspect for

protecting property in a fire dependent

ecosystem,” says Fitzgerald.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY REGIONAL SUPPLEMENT – AUGUST 2012 RS9
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Before and After – This job was for shrub removal for defensible space, with minor pruning – raising low branches, performed by S. P. McClenahan Co., Inc., an accredited, 28-
year TCIA member company located in Portola Valley, California. “There are many different urban/rural wildfire mitigation interfaces,” says Joshua McClenahan, CTSP, director of
risk management for S. P. McClenahan. “Any of our jobs have been in extremely high value residential areas. We have restrictions on just about all our work – noise, dust, nests,
rodents, raptors, amphibians, reptiles, tree species to remove/prune, etc. – making our job maybe a little harder than most. “I think it’s difficult to measure true results and
effectiveness without a “real” fire to test the results of the work. Thankfully, our last fire was in 1985. Our local fire district uses several measurable stats – tree removals (live
and dead), pruning, combustible debris (measured in cubic yards of chips) removed. We have a strong emphasis on combustible species – with an emphasis on dead pines and
eucalyptus. We follow local defensible space requirements and developed an internal method of evaluation and prioritization for fuel load reduction and hazard mitigation
efforts – all largely based on Cal Fire recommendations.”
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When asked how the programs are

received by the public, he says you had

people who were going to be proactive

and maintain their lands, and people who

simply wouldn’t. 

We see that here in Montana as well.

The historic and devastating fires of

2000 galvanized the writing of a CWPP

for the Bitterroot Valley. However,

implementation on a broad scale has met

with opposition.

A study, Insights Into Wildfire

Mitigation Decision Among Wildland-

Urban Interface Residents

(Brenkert-Smith, et al, 2004), points out

that the very concept of wildfire mitiga-

tion ranges tremendously. Some view it

as hazardous fuel reduction, others as a

well-planned fire-fighting strategy. Some

of the viewpoints listed as illustrative of

a common thought pattern are that if one

lives up against a National Forest, they

could clear cut their land and still have

the firestorm take out their house. So

why should they? 

And to a certain extent, that is a viable

thought. There are no guarantees. You

can do everything you can, but if the fire

is strong enough, bad enough and hot

enough, nothing may survive. As a pro-

fessional working with the public, no

guarantee should be made or implied, but

rather offer your best efforts with the rec-

ommendations available from today’s

Thick undergrowth before thining, and, facing page...
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See us at ISA Annual International Conference & Trade Show - Booth 961

science and understanding of terrain and

fire behavior.

With these thoughts in mind, recom-

mendations for fuel reduction or

creation of a survivable space will be as

diverse as your clientele. Keith

Hackbarth, in Darby, Montana, empha-

sizes that people often have a

misconception of what a “healthy” for-

est looks like. They seem to think that it

is dense, jungle-like growth. 

In nature, as a forest gets dense and

overgrown, it becomes more subject to

insect and fungal attack and wildfire.

This is nature’s method of thinning –

recreating open spaces where regenera-

tion becomes possible, air can flow and

sunlight reaches through the canopy,

minimizing fungal diseases and allowing

the surviving plants more of the available

nutrients with less competition. The

problem ensues when a house, park,

town or city is in the middle of this “nat-

ural event.”

Fuel reduction, brush clearing and fire

breaks

These tend to be larger scale projects

more suited to companies with mechani-

cal means of removal, disposal and/or

transport. 

Robert Castellano, owner of Horizon

Tree Service in Potomac, Montana, a 12-

year TCIA member, reports that fuel

reduction mitigation is 90 percent of his

... the thinning work in progress. Courtesy of Robert Castellano, Horizon Tree Service, Inc.



workload. He is equipped for mechanical

removal of trees and cleanup of under-

brush on small to medium sized

acreages. Costs vary depending on

topography, targets to be avoided and

density of brush, but the range can vary

from $300 to $4,500 per acre. Prior to the

economic downturn and closures of most

of the local mills, mill purchases of

cleared logs used to offset a great deal of

the cost to the client, but that is no longer

a sure bet. However, as in Wyoming,

grants are sometimes available to help

offset costs to the client.

Safe practices

Ideally, mitigation and fuel reduction

work is done well before any fire danger

is a reality. But often that is not the case.

Once the news releases start hitting the

press, people may start calling for assis-

tance. 

In fire prone areas, with dry conditions,

the activities necessary to perform the

work can in and of themselves cause fires.

California Department of Forestry and

Fire Protection’s website urges

“Equipment Safety Use” by reminding

people that “lawn mowers, weed-eaters,

chain saws, grinders, welders, tractors,

and trimmers can all spark a wildland

fire.” They also have a list of “how to do

it the right way,” which is a good reminder

for anyone working on fuel reduction mit-

igation. 

Another restriction to take into consid-

eration is that, as the fire danger escalates,

alerts may be posted in areas in which you

are working restricting the times of day

and equipment that may be used. Be sure

to stay informed on any regional or local

conditions and restrictions before per-

forming this type of work.

Funding

Grant monies may be available to the

client on a cost share or reimbursement

policy. State agencies or Resource

Conservation & Development districts

are good sources to check for funding.

These agencies also often have vendor

listings that either they utilize on a rota-

tional basis, or provide to homeowners

for their use. These typically require

proof of contractor’s license (if applica-

ble in your state), general liability

insurance and workers’ compensation

insurance or an appropriate exemption

certificate. On larger scale projects, state

forests and the national forests will post

bid solicitations on their websites for

brush clearing and thinning projects. 

Sylvia McNeill is an ISA-Board

Certified Master Arborist and owner of
McNeill’s Tree Service, a five-year TCIA
member company located in Corvallis,
Montana. She wrote about mountain pine
beetle in TCI’s May 2012 West Regional
Section.
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Montana:
http://www.wafsc.com/docs/LivingwFireFSM2009.pdf 

Arizona: 
http://www.azsf.az.gov/UserFiles/PDF/Firewise-8.5x11.pdf 

Nevada:
http://www.livingwithfire.info/fire-hazard-assessments http://www.livingwith-
fire.info/tahoe/ 

New Mexico:
http://www.emnrd.state.nm.us/fd/documents/NMLivingwFireOct.2008.pdf 

California:
http://www.fire.ca.gov/fire_prevention/fire_prevention.php 

Utah:
http://www.utahfireinfo.gov/prevention/protect_your_home.html 

Colorado:
http://csfs.colostate.edu/pdfs/LWF51303.pdf 

Wyoming:
http://www.uwyo.edu/ces/wyo-disaster/wildfire.html

Helpful Websites/Resources for Wildfire Mitigation 
http://www.firewise.org/

http://www.firewise.org/Information/Research-and-Guidance/Firewise-Landscaping-and-Plant-Lists.aspx

www.firewise.org/Information/Who-is-this-for/~/media/Firewise/Files/Pdfs/Booklets%20and%20Brochures/BookletGuidetoFirewiseLandscapeandConstruction.pdf

http://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/fire/guides/Living_With_Fire/pages5678.pdf Great Plains

www.firesafemt.org.

www.fire.ca.gov.

http://www.fire.ca.gov/communications/downloads/fact_sheets/EquipmentUse.pdf

www.fireplan.gov 

http://www.nifc.gov/fireInfo/nfn.htm


